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ABSTRACT:
This article aims to discuss about establishment of Baroda State and public facilities given by Sayajirao Gayakwad-III during his tenure as a king. The article focuses on his public welfare activities in the area of education, transportation and public development. His vision towards administrative reforms were sustainable and till suitable in modern democratic India till. His concept of Dhara Sabha is an example of decentralization of powers in such a state. Judicial machinery also seems as a part of democracy where public voice was also important. Communal harmony, social security, compulsory primary education and health services are also examined as a base of modern India. To conclude, Gayakwad-III was a visionary and balance making entity between the state and British Government at his time.
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INTRODUCTION
The Baroda State became spread over 8127 sq. miles, one of the strongest regions of Gujarat and Indian nation in the British empire. The territories of the country had been scattered into 3 divisions of Baroda, Kadi and Navsari whilst the Kathiawad division became referred to as Amreli. Okhamandal became part of Amreli. There changed into the peculiar manner in which the Gaikwad's dominion lied scattered over Gujarat and Kathiawad. The territories had been inter-unfold thanks to the British sovereignty of Thane district of the Bombay presidency, Kutch to Palanpur, in the south east to the intense north-east of the Kathiawad Baroda district in for the maximum part compact, lying among the Mahi and the Narmada rivers. The district of Broach (Bharuch) formed the western and the south west boundary of the Baroda State. The foremost block of Kadi lied to the west of the Sabarmati river. Navsari lied to the south of the Tapi, it become divided through Surat.

The district of Baroda (Vadodara) in Gujarat is a current territorial phenomenon with the emergence of Gujarat as a state of India on 1st May, 1960 out of the territories of the Bombay State. Baroda changed into the capital of the Gaikwad's before it become merged into the Bombay country on the 1st May 1949. The historic call of Baroda became Chandavati, Viravati cited in SkandhPuran. It turned into known as Varpatra (leaf of Banyan tree). From 1482 to 1638 Baroda remained underneath the political effect of the Muslim rulers The current records of the Capital of Baroda State became carefully interwoven, with political history of the Gaikwad's residence. But Baroda did now not come to be the capital of the state for a few years. Songadh was the capital of Gaikwad's at some point of ofPilojirao
after which Damjirao II. Then it changed into modified to Patan.

Gaikwad's own family originally belonged to the village of Davadi near Poone. Pilajirao (1721 - 1732) has been seemed because the founder of the fortunes of the own family. In 1722, Pilajirao obtained Songadh citadel, the cradle of the Gaikwad's residence and their head-quarter and capital that persevered till Damajirao moved to Patan in 1766 1

Gaikwad entered Gujarat by using crossing the Narmada and thence to Karnali in which he got aid of headmen of Padra, Chhani and Bhayli of Baroda district because the humans of that region desired to remove the Babimuslim rulers During the period of Sayajirao III, all the departments of the State had been individually directed, regulated, and supervised by him. Almost all of the administrative reforms which have been added, had been profoundly impressed with the administrative systems of the British India. Under the Gaikwads relations with the British, besides during the length of Malharrao Gaikwad, remained cordial. The Gaikwad loved the full status of impartial sovereign and the British Government furnished help whenever, it became wanted. Resident of Baroda changed into a political officer. Political and different correspondences among the nation and British Government had been carried on through him.

The formation of an ordinary legislative council 'DharaSabha' with a few seats reserved for contributors elected through humans was proposed in 1904. Finally, in 1908, Legislative Council policies were framed. The overall numbers of Councilors were constant to 26 with President NaebSuba, NaebDiwan, IsarSuba and Legal remembrance, 6 nominated numbers via the Govt., four have been non-officers representing diverse interests. The representatives of Mahal Panchayat were 10 and an elected member below the supervision of NaebSuba of the 10 subdivisions.' Gazetteer of the Baroda State Vol. II. P.242 2

From the start of the Gaikwad's rule, the traditional vintage gadget of presenting justice prevailed inside the nation. Baroda became completely received for the Gaikwad House. The final conquest over the Babies and the arrival of the British Resident in Baroda changed into landmark inside the records of Gaikwads in Gujarat, it showed the seeds of development and prosperity. 3

The system of justice in Gaikwad's territories and Muikagiri districts of Kathiawad and the Mahikantha was mainly one of the ordeals and oaths. 4 During the reign of KhanderaoGaikwad, Civil Code become handed which become permissible for the courts to determine case by means of administering special oaths. From 1802-1819, the nation became dominated by way of a fee of whom the Resident was a prominent member and the British interference raged over the every and each a part of the management of the Baroda State. 5

Real reforms in judicial branch had been introduced under Sayajirao III. Powers of courts and the charter were revised. Old laws were amended and new legal guidelines had been codified. He shaped a Law Committee and numerous Acts regarding stamp, registration and police were framed. A new panel, crook procedure and police code for the state have been drafted which brought the kingdom legal guidelines in harmony with the corresponding laws inside the British India. In 1904, custom of child marriage became attacked by means of fixing marriage age for boys and ladies and marriage underneath that restriction changed into made punishable. (18 to 14 - for boy, sixteen-12 for woman). In 1904, Legal remembrance. Department was created for the work of legislation. SayajiraoGaikwad separated judicial and executive duties in 1904 in order to make administration of each department more efficient. 6

KhanderaoGaikwad brought reforms in sales department through keeping apart police department from revenue department, so that systematic association may be made for the collection of taxes. In order to try this, judicial department changed into re-organized by using framing policies and guidelines for the officials. As a end result, system of revenue collection became improved, even though the whole structure was no longer modified until the approaching of Sayajirao III. Sayajirao III introduced medical survey of land, equitable settlement of costs, regulations and policies had been revised. Alienated lands had been concept to be taken into cultivation. In 1883, a ordinary survey and agreement branch for the entire kingdom become prepared. 7
In 1904, Local Self-Government Act became passed to reorganize formation of taluka and district panchayat. Duties have been allocated to taluka board and district board. Local public work branch changed into entrusted to district panchayat.

During the reign of Sayajirao III Baroda State made huge progress. He mounted systematic and civilized government, effective administrative equipment with profound inner reforms (long period of his reign is taken into consideration to be the most vital length in the records of the Baroda State). He abolished the antique structures prevailing in administration which hindered progress of the state specifically associated with land revenue. He became very a great deal impressed via the modern western administrative equipment and the reforms which added had been in large part inspired by means of it. Old laws have been amended and new codes were framed, executive and judicial department have been made separate.

In a task underneath the year 1899-1900, a exceptional stimulus become given to the construction of irrigation task under the famine relief measures due to incidence of first rate famine of 1899-1900. Tagavi loans were given via the nation government to the farmers at low price of hobby. They had been given beneath the time period like (i) constant (ii) famine (3) unique, so that it will reduce indebtedness of the money lending through the Sahukars did no longer inspire saving however accelerated giant indebtedness of negative cultivators. It did now not organize agriculture nor did it enhance the situation of farmers economically or morally.

The condition of money lenders was such that it could not be uprooted. The Baroda Government afforded to introduce thoroughly efficient system of agricultural banking to provide better system of agricultural finance.

1) Fixed Tagavi was granted for developing means of irrigation, agricultural improvement with the purchase of bullocks, seeds, implements and formaintenance of family. In 1922, Rs, 299, 500 were allotted to all talukas annually.
2) Famine relief Tagavi, for affected areas.
3) Special Tagavi for special improvement in cultivation, installation of oil, engine, pump and tractors was offered. After famine of 1899 large sums were allotted. From 1900-1908, 5,500 new wells were constructed for promoting means of irrigation. It was a matter of fact that people applied for tagavi from government only, when they were unable to obtain any money from moneylenders.

In the state, 640 individuals out of a thousand had been supported with the aid of agriculture. Persons depending on agriculture in Navsari have been 748, 717 in Baroda, 623 in Kadi, 589 in Amreli and 370 in Okha. While the men and women supported with the aid of industries were 220 in Baroda, one hundred forty in Amreli, 134 in Kadi, seventy seven in Navsari, forty seven in Okha. It shows that a large range of human beings relied on agriculture. Lands beneath cultivation was five,675,640 bigha in 1921 and 1,293,440 bigha available for further cultivation lands had been divided consistent with the use mode of it into jirayat, kyari, and bagayati. The average maintaining in keeping with land holder for the whole kingdom was 21 bigha. Okha and Amreli stood first with 47, and 70 bigha according to land holder, Navsari 20, Kadi 19 and Baroda 16. Agricultural Banks were commenced by means of the Baroda Government in Vyara, Songadh, in Harij, in Kadi (1899-1900), in Amreli (1909) and Bhadran in Baroda in an effort to promote agriculture.

The debt of the cultivators became enormous and few men with average holding did not owe something to the cash-lender. Money was borrowed by one now not for effective motive however to stability his circle of relatives’ price range and to meet his loss The state gave tagayi loans to farmers to finance agriculture and its improvement and famine alleviation fund on, a low fee of hobby. But the cultivators preferred cash-lenders. The entire kingdom turned into liable to occasional partial or complete failure of rain. Cultivator’s holdings have been small and scattered and beneath heavy burden of indebtedness. After the First World War, the circumstance of agriculture was stepped forward. More lands have been taken beneath cultivation in 1922.
Industrial improvement which changed into there within the kingdom become due to Baroda Government’s coverage that promoted it through the establishment of Department of Commerce and Industry, Bank of Baroda (1907). It also gave impetus to neighborhood industries, and delivery and supervised the abolition of export and import obligations. The first business survey of the state became made in 1893. In 1899, agriculture debt enquiry become made to don’t forget the questions regarding business 5D development.

The increase of modern enterprise gave upward thrust to new social conditions, occupational opportunities and social training. Many traditional occupations related to inferior social status became given up. New occupation had led to the formation of businesses like change union which reduce throughout caste boundaries. Caste as ritual department of society became dropping its significance. Caste device persisted to be preserved and protected in villages, and in towns by using endogamy, caste has not yet vanished but it only changed its methods.

When Sayajirao assumed energy, he gave sufficient attention toward the improvement of training. Certain efforts had been made for selling training inside the country but were no longer substantial as were made through Sayajirao III. Primary schooling changed into made free and compulsory in the nation by using him. He changed into of the view that no person can do better without being knowledgeable. It became vital for ambitions and wishes which he had for the future of his human beings. Full manage become given to the Local Board over number one schooling, Government contributed 1/three closer to schooling and encouraged to take fashionable interest in the schools. High schools, Anglo Vernacular faculties, teachers’ schooling colleges, song colleges and Sanskrit Pathshala had been installed. Maharaja Sayajirao endorsed lady schooling. He felt that it changed into critical for having the healthy society as she regulates the social existence of people.

He gave his special interest to the opening of women' faculties. After 1896, certain preparations had been made for better schooling for women. In 1882, Baroda College changed into made free and compulsory in the nation by using him. He changed into of the view that no person can do better without being knowledgeable. It became vital for ambitions and wishes which he had for the future of his human beings. Full manage become given to the Local Board over number one schooling, Government contributed 1/three closer to schooling and encouraged to take fashionable interest in the schools. High schools, Anglo Vernacular faculties, teachers’ schooling colleges, song colleges and Sanskrit Pathshala had been installed. Maharaja Sayajirao endorsed lady schooling. He felt that it changed into critical for having the healthy society as she regulates the social existence of people.

Before the Development of Modern delivery device, the circumstance of internal shipping and conversation turned into extraordinarily negative within the kingdom. Throughout the nation, there has been almost entire absence of roads and where they did exist, their condition became very unsatisfactory. The cause of lack of developed way of delivery was that the economic existence became restrained and trade almost restricted to the villages, there has been no necessity for visiting, except for a wedding event or a pilgrimage as soon as in lots of years, so, there has been no stimulus for the development of way of shipping.

Bullock-cart was the leader method of transport. During rains, the softness of the soil caused the roads to end up impassable, and for months together outlaying tracks, specifically within the black soil areas of the state were almost cut off from all connections. During the dry season, vehicular traffic, in most of the components of the nation, turned into substantially obstructed by means of the absence of roads and their dreadful situation. Middle of the nineteenth century, shipping changed into carried out with the aid of the way of p.c. Animals, palanquin, bullock-cart and small river craft in pre-British length, a few grimy roads connected with the nearby capitals and buying and selling centers were in existence. In quick, circumstance of transport became dangerous and unsatisfactory but Gayakwad-Ii started out trains and street transportation.

To conclude, Baroda country governed by Gayakwad-III may be taken into consideration as a base of present day Indian democratic governance. Gayakwad-III, during his reign a huge slim-gauge railway Gaekwar’s Baroda State Railway community, which turned into began in 1862 became increased in addition with Dabhoi at its focal point, a network that also is the most important narrow-gauge railway community within the international. Sayajirao anticipated a water deliver scheme for Baroda in 1892 at Ajwa that would
use gravity to deliver consuming water to the human beings of Baroda. To this present day a big portion of Vadodara City gets its ingesting water from this supply. The huge public park originally called KamatiBaug and now known as SayajiBaug became his present to the town of Baroda. On the Diamond Jubilee of his accession to the throne, he set apart big funds out of his non-public and country price range for putting in a University in Baroda for the advantage of college students from the rural regions of his country a assignment that was ultimately completed through his grandson Sir PratapsinghraoGaekwad, who based the Maharaja Sayajirao University and settled the accept as true with as preferred by way of his grandfather. This agree with is known as the Sir Sayajirao Diamond Jubilee and Memorial Trust and caters to the education and different desires of the people of the former state of Baroda The Maharaja turned into a stated client of the arts. During his reign, Baroda have become a hub for artists and students. The celebrated painter, Raja Ravi Varma, was amongst people who spent big periods of time at his courtroom Sayajirao turned into also a client of Indian classical track.
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